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Abstract

We introduce PyRater, an open-source Python toolkit designed for analysing corpora annotations. When creating

new annotated language resources, probabilistic models of annotation are the state-of-the-art solution for identify-

ing the best annotators, retrieving the gold standard, and more generally separating annotation signal from noise.

PyRater offers a unified interface for several such models and includes an API for the addition of new ones. Addi-

tionally, the toolkit has built-in functions to read datasets with multiple annotations and plot the analysis outcomes.

In this work, we also demonstrate a novel application of PyRater to zero-shot classifiers, where it effectively selects

the best-performing prompt. We make PyRater available to the research community.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the landscape of open-source

NLP software has undergone substantial transfor-

mation. Custom codebases traditionally released

alongside NLP research papers have partially

been absorbed into more extensive libraries. To

name a few examples, research on Transformer

models has been streamlined by the popular Hug-

gingface Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020);

tens of thousands of datasets can be sourced and

loaded through the Datasets project (Lhoest et al.,

2021); the AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) and

fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) projects have provided

several foundational components for building cus-

tom neural models and sequence-to-sequence

models respectively. It is reasonable to speculate

that the ease of use of these frameworks has in-

fluenced and partially shaped the direction of NLP

research. Despite these advancements in model

building and data loading, there is still a lack of

specialized libraries for annotation analysis. The

most common practice for dealing with datasets

with multiple annotations is to manage discrepan-

cies using majority voting and to evaluate the qual-

ity of the annotations using inter-annotator agree-

ment (IAA) metrics such as Cohen’s Kappa (Art-

stein and Poesio, 2008). Recent studies (Hovy

et al., 2013; Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014;

Paun et al., 2018; Simpson and Gurevych, 2019)

have shown that probabilistic models of annota-

tions — popular in medical research (Dawid and

Skene, 1979) — outperform both majority voting

and traditional IAAmetrics. An annotationmerging

strategy based on majority voting can fail if most of

the annotators converge on the wrong label. Sim-

ilarly, inter-annotator agreement metrics measure

only consistency and not accuracy, implying that

a pool of annotators can be consistently wrong;

more importantly, agreement metrics cannot ac-

count for the different expertise of raters and as-

sign equal value to both expert raters and noisy

ones. Annotation models can avoid these pitfalls

by jointly estimating directly the gold label, the dif-

ficulty of annotating each item and the skills of the

raters. Despite these benefits, the use of prob-

abilistic annotation models in NLP is still limited.

We believe that one reason for this is the lack of

user-friendly tools for the NLP community. This

paper introduces a new Python library designed to

handle repeated ratings using annotation models,

aiming to make these models more accessible for

NLP research and applications. More in detail, our

contributions are as follows:

• We present PyRater, an easy-to-use and ex-

tensible Python library for annotation analysis

with probabilistic models;

• We provide an implementation of popular

models;

• We present a case study on a novel appli-

cation of annotation models for unsupervised

prompt optimization for zero-shot classifiers.

2. Annotation Analysis Models

Data annotation is crucial for supervised learning

and model evaluation. Ensuring the reliability of

annotations can be challenging due to the nat-

ural variance in human perspectives and to the

objective difficulty of categorizing many linguis-

tic structures (Plank et al., 2014b; Abercrombie

et al., 2022). As multiple annotations for a sin-

gle dataset are often collected to mitigate individ-

ual rater biases and provide a more robust label

assignment, this introduces the need for a sec-

ondary layer of review, either through expert adju-
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dication or automated methods. Few expert anno-

tators can review smaller datasets, but for larger,

crowdsourced projects, manual review becomes

impractical. As larger annotated corpora are likely

to contain errors (Abad and Moschitti, 2016; Guru-

rangan et al., 2018), automated analysis methods

become increasingly important.

In a typical data labelling scenario, we have a

dataset of i items, a label space consisting of k
classes, and a set of c coders. Each item i in the

dataset is annotated with a label k by a coder c; a
coder can annotate an instance 0 or more times.

Annotation analysis aims to answer the following

questions:

Q1 What is the most likely true class k for a given
instance i?

Q2 Which instances are more difficult to anno-

tate?

Q3 Among all coders c, who are the most reli-

able?

The state-of-the-art approach to answering these

questions involves fitting a probabilistic generative

model to the dataset. These probabilistic models

are the core components of PyRater. The model

parameters describe various aspects of the pro-

cess, such as annotator reliability and item diffi-

culty, based on a given annotation matrix. In this

matrix, each element ai,c is a label k assigned to

an item i by a coder c. Parameter estimation, con-

ditioned on observed annotations, is performed

through Bayesian inference. In PyRater, the full

posterior distribution of the model parameters is

estimated using the probabilistic programming lan-

guage Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017).

3. Library Overview

import pyrater as pyr

rte = pyr.load_dataset('rte')

# load Dawid&Skene model
model = pyr.PyraterModel.get('d&s')

# fit using Stan
model.fit(rte)

# RTE has 164 annotators ...
assert model.credibilities.shape==(164,)

# ... and 800 instances
# for which we estimate
# the gold label...
assert model.labels.shape == (800,)

# ... and the difficulty
assert model.difficulty.shape == (800,)

Listing 1: An overview of a PyRater workflow.

Design A high-level overview of an annotation

analysis workflow with PyRater is provided in List-

ing 1. The focus of this work is twofold: i) to

enable interoperability between diverse annota-

tion models and ii) to improve the accessibility of

these models. To achieve the first goal, PyRater

defines a common API, as shown in Listing 2,

and employs a registry system via Tango (Groen-

eveld et al., 2023). This allows users to easily

list and register available models, as outlined in

Listing 3. For the second goal, the library aligns

loosely with the scikit-learn Model API (Pedregosa

et al., 2011), providing familiar model.fit() and

model.predict() methods. Additionally, PyRater

includes built-in corpora with multiple annotations,

such as RTE (Dagan et al., 2005; Snow et al.,

2008), facilitating self-contained examples. For

easier installation, PyRater can be installed via

pip, and a Docker image is available to avoid

portability issues.

Backend Choice In developing PyRater, we con-

sidered various backend options such as Tensor-

Flow Probability (Abadi et al., 2015), NumPyro

(Phan et al., 2019), and PyMC (Oriol et al., 2023)

before finally choosing Stan (Carpenter et al.,

2017). Several reasons informed this decision.

First, Stan has a fast and reliable sampler, which

is crucial for the computationally intense tasks of

Bayesian inference. Second, compiled Stan mod-

els can be used with multiple programming lan-

guages. While Pyrater offers a Python interface to

Stan through CmdStanPy, interfaces for R, MAT-

LAB, Julia, and other languages are also available.

Lastly, Stan’s well-written documentation is helpful

for new users who wish to create new models. It

is worth noting that although GPU support in Stan

is currently somewhat limited, it is rapidly matur-

ing and is available through OpenCL, sidestepping

the installation issues often associated with Nvidia

CUDA1.

Examples Several examples and tutorials for

users are included in PyRater. These tutorials are

available as easy-to-run Python notebooks. While

the primary focus is on human annotation mod-

eling, the examples also extend to other applica-

tions like dataset cartography (Swayamdipta et al.,

2020) and prompt optimization (briefly presented

in Section 4). To ensure the examples are self-

contained, the library includes datasets with multi-

ple annotations that are ready to be loaded.

Models PyRater includes implementations of sev-

eral models that are ready to use and also serve

as a reference for the development of new mod-

els. A registry system makes it possible to list all

the available models:

from pyrater import PyRaterModel as pm

1https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit

https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit
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class PyRaterModel:

def fit(...):
...

@property()
def labels()

"""
Return the predicted true labels.
This can answer Q1: given multiple
annotations for an instance , which
is the true label?
"""
...

@property()
def difficulty()

"""
Return the predicted difficulty
of each item. This can answer Q2:
which are the most difficult
instances to label?
"""
...

@property()
def credibilities()

"""
Return the credibility of each
rater. This can answer Q3: how
is the best rater?
"""
...

Listing 2: A partial view of the main PyRater-

Model class. After fitting, the object ex-

poses the labels(), difficulty() and
credibilities() methods that can be used

to address the most common problems in annota-

tion analysis.

assert pm.list_available() == [
'd&s',
'hier_d&s',
'mace',
...
'kappa_majority_voting']

@pm.register('my-model')
class MyNewModel(pm):

...

assert 'my-model' in pm.list_available()

Listing 3: An example usage of the model registry.

Additional Features PyRater also provides a set

of utilities such as plotting functions for visualizing

the posterior distributions computed by the Stan

model, data loading tools for easier data prepara-

tion and data loading, and a command-line inter-

Figure 1: Accuracy score distributions for IMDB

and Yelp using different prompts. Each point de-

notes zero-shot model accuracy. In red: the best

and worst scores, each annotated with its corre-

sponding prompt text. + and - denote the prompt

for the positive and negative class, respectively.

Jittering is added for enhanced readability.

face:

$ pyrater [OPTIONS] -m MODEL <input file>

4. Case Study: Unsupervised

Prompt Optimization

In addition to analyzing human annotations,

Pyrater can also be used for scenarios that in-

volve repeated model predictions. This is partic-

ularly relevant for prompt selection in zero-shot

models. In a genuine zero-shot environment, se-

lecting the optimal prompt is challenging due to

the lack of labeled development data. A solution

to this issue involves collecting repeated predic-

tions from a zero-shot model prompted in differ-

ent ways. Pyrater can then analyze these multiple

predictions and i) estimate the performance of dif-

ferent prompts and ij) predict the true label, effec-

tively simulating an ensemble model.

In this section, we conduct a case study on prompt

selection, using the Yelp (Zhang et al., 2015)

and IMDb (Maas et al., 2011) binary sentiment

analysis datasets and a dual-encoder architecture

(sentence-t5-large, (Ni et al., 2022) ) for zero-
shot learning. First, we craft a diverse set of

prompts per class, as shown in Table 1. Sec-

ond, we assess how the model’s performance

varies depending on the selected prompts. Next,

we evaluate how the inferred gold labels using

PyRater contrast with those obtained through sim-

ple majority voting. Finally, we investigate the cor-

relation between predicted prompt reliability and

the model’s true accuracy, evaluated using gold

label data.
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Positive Negative

this is good quite bad

text is great this is terrible

very positive very negative

… …

Table 1: Sample Label Descriptions for binary

sentiment analysis.

Dual-encoder zero-shot classifiers (Müller et al.,

2022) work by calculating the similarity between

the embedding of an input text and label descrip-

tions, commonly referred to as prompts. The class

corresponding to the label description that is clos-

est to the input text is selected as the predicted

class. For binary sentiment classification tasks,

the user begins by crafting a label description for

each class: for instance, This text is positive and

This text is negative could serve as label descrip-

tions for the positive and negative classes, respec-

tively. Such zero-shot classifiers are sensitive to

the phrasing of label descriptions: well-crafted but

differently phrased descriptions can result in sig-

nificant performance variations (Shin et al., 2020;

Lu et al., 2022).

Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of scores for

the same model when prompted with different la-

bel descriptions. As observed, the performance

can vary widely, ranging from nearly random to

approaching the state-of-the-art. When multiple

plausible label descriptions are available and la-

beled data cannot be used to identify the best-

performing description, the situation becomes

analogous to human annotation analysis. How-

ever, in this case, the “annotations” are zero-shot

model predictions rather than human ratings.

We evaluate PyRater on two tasks: label predic-

tion, assessed by accuracy (Q1), and prompt rank-

ing, evaluated by Pearson coefficients (Q2). As

shown in Table 2, the model-based approach sig-

nificantly outperforms both the Kappa agreement

metric and majority voting. The correlation pa-

rameters for the ranking task — 0.83 for Yelp and

0.94 for IMDB— indicate that probabilistic models

can accurately select the best prompt from a pool

of available options, largely outperforming ranking

using Kappa.

5. Related Work

Annotation AnalysisWhile probabilistic, genera-

tive models of annotation have been extensively

applied in fields such as psychometrics, epidemi-

ology, and education, their adoption in NLP re-

mains relatively limited. In contrast, NLP re-

searchers frequently rely on agreement metrics

like Kappa (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). Although

suitable for small pools of expert raters, these met-

Dataset Task Method Metric

Yelp

Ranking
Kappa 0.76

PyRater 0.83

Accuracy
Majority Voting 72.5

PyRater 74.9

IMDb

Ranking
Kappa 0.87

PyRater 0.94

Accuracy
Majority Voting 66.5

PyRater 68.7

Table 2: Performance comparison on Yelp and

IMDb datasets. The ranking metric is Pearson cor-

relation coefficient.

rics become less reliable with larger, noisy an-

notation sets (Passonneau and Carpenter, 2014;

Paun et al., 2018). As crowdsourcing platforms

like Mechanical Turk gained popularity for annota-

tion tasks (Callison-Burch and Dredze, 2010), the

use of annotation models in NLP has increased

(Snow et al., 2008; Hovy et al., 2013) to maintain

the quality of expert annotators using a broader set

of noisy raters. Concurrently, separate research

lines aim to avoid the annotation analysis and label

adjudication steps by directly training models on

multiple labels per instance, rather than a single,

aggregated one (Plank et al., 2014a; Rodrigues

and Pereira, 2018; Fornaciari et al., 2021). For a

comprehensive overview of statistical annotation

analysis, readers are advised to refer to Paun et al.

(2022).

NLPOpen Source SoftwareAlthough various im-

plementations of models for annotation analysis

are available (Hovy et al., 2013; Pullin, Jeffrey and

Vukcevic, Damjan and Saxhaug, Lars-Mølgaard,

2020; Simpson and Gurevych, 2019; Carpenter,

2013), a dedicated, comprehensive framework is

still lacking2. This work synthesizes ideas from two

lines of existing libraries. First, like Transformers

and AllenNLP, it consolidates various implemen-

tations under a unified interface. Second, in terms

of user experience, it draws inspiration from the

simplicity and ease of use found in NLTK (Loper

and Bird, 2002) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,

2011).

Applications to NLP Models Basile et al. (2022)

discuss the application of annotation models to

zero-shot classifiers, and similar efforts have been

made in the context of few-shot models (Zhao

et al., 2022) and ensemble learning (Simpson

et al., 2013).

2It is worth noting that the probabilistic programming

library Numpyro (Phan et al., 2019) lists several anno-

tation models in its example documentation.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced PyRater, an open-source library

designed to simplify annotation analysis. We be-

lieve PyRater will facilitate broader adoption of

state-of-the-art annotationmodels. Going forward,

wewelcome community feedback to inform the de-

velopment of future features for PyRater.
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